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I. INTRODUCTION 
** In a previous report to the sponsor, the design and 
description of a high 3peed framing camera was presented along 
with several film strips representing the results of a series 
of qualitative investigations of dynamic stress wave phenomena. 
These studies included crack nropagation, layered media, comnressed 
bars and heams, and cross sections of rocket heads. 
As part of a ccntinuing study in these and related fields, 
a final report is submitted covering (1) exploratory experimental 
studies of shock wave propagation initiated by exnlosive caps and 
by nitrogen shock wave impingement, and (2) theoretical studies of a 
series of dynamic stress wave problems carried out in conjunction 
with the overall problem. 
II. EXPER.:::MENTAL STUDIES 
The high sneed camera shown in Figure 1 has been used to 
record shock wave phenomena in two solids using two different means 
of loading initiation. In the first a primer cap was nlaced at 
the center of an edge of a 1/4 inch thick piece of CR-39 containing 
a central hole. A fi~ clip of the initiation and early stages of the 
* R. J. Arenz, M. E. Fourney, R. R. Parmerter, Graduate Students; M. L. 
Williams, Associate Professor, California Institute of Technology. 
** Williams, M. L., Jessey, M. E., Parmerter, R. R.: Some Exploratory Photo-
elastic Studies in Stress Wave Propagation. Renort Nl23-60530S-3825a: 
T. 0. 1 ( Galci t 90), Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, California 
Institute of Technology, October, 1958. 
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nro~aration is shown in Figure 2 which was recorded at 100,000 
frames per second and 0.093 microsecond exposure. The main feature 
to observe is the distinction between this fr~nge pattern which 
clearly exhibits the hemisnherical shock wave, and the characteristic 
Boussinesq pc..ttern whicc wcul.:1 norma.lly l,c expected by a ste.tic or 
pseuco-static loading, such as seen under the impact load in Figure 15 
* of t~e ?revious stresG w~vc report. 
TI1ese data compare quite favorably with those recorded by 
Feder** et al a~d demonstrate the refraction around the circular inclu-
sion. Even at this comnaratively slow frandng rate, approximately 
eigi:"t frames •rere recorded before reflection at the edges of the specimen. 
One should also observe that behind the shock wave the pseudo-static 
Boussinesq fringes occur and continue to build u~ in strength until about 
' the tenth fra.r1e when the peak force of the cap has been reached. 3ub-
sequently the total force is seen to reduce. Some rough calculations 
indicate that the imnulse generated by the cap is of the order of 600 
pound-microseconds. 
The second and most recent shock wave experiment consisted 
of the use of an aerodynamic shock tube to load a low-modulus photoelastic 
material in a dynamic manner. A rectangular 1/2 inch x 1 inch shock 
tube (shown in Figure 3) was built to be used in conjunction with the 
high speed framing camera and its associated light source and controls. 
The driving fluid vras compressed nitrogen gas. 
The snecimen, a 12 inch square slab of 1/2 inch thick HYsol 
8705 urethane rubber compound, was mounted at the end of the shock tube 
in a nlane perpendicular to the light path. It was enclosed in a 
model holder consisting of plexiglass plates on the t\o;o faces and 
another ulate on the top, as indicated at the left in Figure 3, leaving 
*rbid. 
** Feder, J. C., Gibbons, R. A., Gilbert, J. T., and Offenbacher, E. L.: 
The Study of the Propaeation of Stress Waves by Photoelasticity. 
Proc. o~ the Society for E~erimente} Stress Analysis, vol. 14, n. 1, 
1956, pn. 109-117. 
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therefore an enclosed rectangular snace above the snec ~men through 
which the nitrogen shock passed. 
In oneration, one or more diaphragms of Mylar plastic are 
inserted between a nair of flanges about halfuay along the tube. 
With increasing pressure fro~ the nitrogen gas source, the diaphragm 
bursts, resulting in the format~on of a shock wave that travels do~m 
the tube, nasses over the unper surface of the model, and exhausts 
into air at atmosnheric pressur~ 
Also shown attached to the shock tube in Figure .3 are the 
two high frequency electrical leads sending the signal of the nassing 
shock wave from two resistance thermometer type pick-ups (located 10" 
anart near the exhaust end of the tube) to an am~lifier and Berkeley 
'7.360 microsecond counter. A thin and narrow platirrum film sputtered 
onto the glass pick-up body acts as an electrical conductor of small 
inertia whose resistance varies with temperature; the amplifier boosts 
tlis signal generated by the temperature jump existing across a nassing 
shock vave. The amplified pulse actuates the counter to give shock 
s~~ed and, after suitable time delays, also fires the light source 
and initiates the Kerr cell shuttering action. The manufacture and 
* operation of these pick-ups has been described by Rabinowicz, et al. 
The photoelastic bench was modified to incorporate the comnlete 
' 
set of 10" diameter lenses, polaroids, and quarter wave plates so that 
a large nhotoelastic field could be maintained and approximately 
parallel light passed through the model. Auxiliary lenses were used 
to heln diffnse the light from the flashtube and condense the light 
beam to pass it through the Kerr cell and ca.I:Jera lens. 
The model material used was ~sol 8'705, a urethane rubber com-
nound of quite low elastic modulus (less than 1000 psi). This 
characteristic guarantees that the shock wave travels over the model 
faster than the stress waves propagate in the material; hence the dis-
turbance in the model cannot get ahead of the actuating nressure nulse 
* Rabinowicz, J., Jessey, M. E., and Bartsch, C. 
for Heat Transfer Measurement in a Shock Tube. 
Project, Memorandum No • .3.3, July 2, 1956. 
A. : Resistance Thermometer 
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of the shock wave. Hysol is more translucent than transnarent, \thich 
at one and the same time T"rovides tl~e diffusion necessary to eliminate 
striations rcs1.:lti~ f r om the coiled flashtube geometry, but also 
seriously reduces the amount of light transmitted and hence lessens 
the sharpness of the stress fringes. The best currently available 
35 mm filn fast enough to give usuable nictures l 1nder these conditions 
is Agfa Isona.n Record film with a nominal ASA rating of 640. In:orove-
ments in optics and light source to increase the film density are 
nlanned. 
A tynical result from c-ne ~f t:re earlier s11ots is shmm in 
Figure 4 \thlch was recorded at 84,600 frames per second and 0. 003 
ntcrosecond exposure. The nitrogen shock wave was set off with a 
reservoir ~ressure of 750 psi at 75° F and just prior to enteri~ 
the test section over the Hysol specimen was traveling at 2360 feet 
per second as measured by the nlatinum film pickups. The t~me 
renresented by the 20 frames shown is about 240 microseccnds immediately 
after the shock wave has started moving across tre surface of the nodel. 
(The film frame numbers advance in the direction of increasing time, 
but the images appear approximately inverted so that the shock \.Jave is 
tr·veling from right to left through the light rectangular area near 
the bottom of each frame; the model material disnlays the nhotoelastic 
fringe and darkened quarter-circle patterns as ·the shocl t-rave advances. ) 
The film clip very clearl;r shows the shock t-mve c0minc upon 
the srec·me~ and ~roercssing across it at essentially no decrease in 
velocity. Two interesting features of the step are currentlJ' under 
study: first, the curvature of the wave front, and sec0nd, the overlay 
circuler wave emanatiD£ from the corner which may be due to an air 
shock in the slight clearance between the specinen and its e~closing 
plexiglass face plate. 
In additirn to the above experimental studies, an extensive 
amount of time was ST"ent in equinment modificati~n. Aside from the 
shock tube described above, the nossibility of rylacing a Microscope 
in the light path, withrut polaroids El.nd quarter plates, to make 
microkinetic photogra~hs has been under investigation. This has 
proven ryossible under a ccmbined effort snonsored jointly b.y the 
5 
U.S. •Javol Ordnance Test StHtion and the Aeronautical Research Laboratory, 
* 'lrlright Aeronautical Development Center. The significant finding that 
has c0me out of this work is that the film density can be considerably 
illtr'roved without loss of resoll1tion. The reason for t:his is that there 
are a number of settines nossible for any given magnification con-
traction of the imace. but only one of them has maximum light intensity. 
Procedurally, a small nhotocell couDled with a meter can be used very 
effectively to ontimize the lighting conditions before any pictures 
are taken. 
Since the optimization of lighting was investigated under 
conditions of linear magnification of an object in the range of 5 to 
25, the focusin[ was very much denendent unon the precision of settings. 
Hence, a new ontical bench was built during this study \..rhich offers nre-
cisely controlled novement of the various elements mounted on it. 
For focusinG :mrnoses a sJ.icht1;r :nodified light source •w ..s used. 
A Sylvania concentrated arc ~oint source lamp (C2P) was mounted on the 
same tyne of socket as the G.E. flash tube used for nictures under 
dynamic conditions, and this nrc ·t.ras located s o that its source vas ~ n 
the sane nJane as the front surface of the flash tube. Focusinc could 
be done with the noint source light. This light was the, re~laced 
by the G.E. flash tube, thus assuring oneself' that tr>e focusing ,,ras 
correct. This princinle \..ras tried out over a range of Ill£.gnifications 
from 5 to 25 and found to be successful. It has, however, not yet 
been tried out for a contracting field. It is a~parent that for a 
contracting field this is not as serious a nroblem as it is for a 
magnifying field. 
As was mentioned above, a distinct imnrovement in technique 
consisted of using a small ~hotocell to measure the light intensity 
off the ground glass focusine screen before trueing any nictures. It 
was found r'Ossible by this method to nredict in a sufficiently 
* Cf. Vall uri, S. R. : Kinetics of Deformation and Fracture. Galci + 10"' 
(Cont r cct n") . • :.F ~3((16)-6270) Pro.,:::c .. ; ;;; Re::->orts 'tk. 1 ( .. :; :r:-1:'.. 1;, 19) '/ ) 
E !1 1 -~.,. "' (J•L1; • 1 3. 1 •) ) 9). Guggenheim Aeroru:.utice.l La.bora.toi"'J, 
C~.ii'ornh. Tnstitute of Technology. 
; 
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accurate manner the qua1i ty of the pi cture one could obtain. Ordin::'.l".'r •. 
light meters were inadequate for this ~oose since the light 
intensities in this wol•k were too small. 
Two other imorovenents that were tried during this period 
were (1) various other films, and (2) prefogging techniques. It 
was found that Agfa Isopan Record film with nominal ASA speed of 
640 and usable up to 8000 was much better than all the other f'i lms 
tried so far and s~ecifically better than Kodruc Tri-X. Prefogging 
Wa3 o.lso tried out on this film before the actual nictures >rere taken 
and it vas found that there was an ontimum prefogging condition 
which \Jould increase the film density by about two to three times. 
Figures 5 and 6 are self-exnlanatory, illustrating that a 
certain amount of success has been achieved in recordinG high speed 
pictures at anproximately 6000 area magnifications. 
III. THE ORETICAL STulHES 
The test program has been carried out in parallel >lith analytical 
studies of various. ':lroblems lihich are related to t he experiments. 
r~asnuch as separate copies of these probl ems have been transmitted 
to the Project Engineer, they are simply itemized herein ¥lith a short 
summary accompanying each topic: 
D. D. Ang: Transient Motion of A Line Load on the Sur-
face of an Elasti? ~lf~pac~. The parer investigates the wave 
pat ter ns cenerated by a line load movitl[; on the surface of an elastic 
half-space vlth a velocity varying as a step function of t he t ime. 
The complete r ange of velocities from zero to infinity is investigated. 
The fundamental d:'..fferences among the "subsonic," 11 transonic, 11 and 
* 11supersonic11 r egimes of motion of the load ere stressed. An 
intor estinc feature is the "resonance" effect. due to the motion of a 
load at a velocity close to the ~yleigh wave velocity. 
The solution given in closed form is obtained b~ r the 
method of Fourier integral equations . 
* A "t r ansonic" regime corresponds to a case in which the velocity of 
the load lies between the two velocities of sound in the mate :rial, 
and similarly for "subsonic" and "supersonic." 
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2. D. D. Ang: Elastic !J~.!es _ _9e~ern_!.ed_ I}z A F0rce Movj.ng 
_Al_9n& A Crack. An · nvestigation is made into the wave patterns 
eenerated by a line load moving along a half-plane crack in an 
infinite elastic solid with a velocity varying as a step function of 
the time. The stress "singularities" at the ed~e of the crack 
are investigated. The resonance effect associated with a motion 
at a velocity close to the Rayleigh wave velocity is noted. Because 
of this resonance effect. the Rayleigh wave velocity is, in the 
author's opinion, a possible value of the limiting velocity or 
propagation or a crack; for as can be seen easily. the propagation 
of a crack is a phenomenon caused by a force of such a magnitude 
and moving with such a velocity that it exactly cancels the surface 
stresses orie;inally induced on the surfaces swept by the movine 
force. 
The solution is obtained by the method of Wiener-Hopf 
integral equations. 
3. D. D. Ang and H. L. Williams: Dy~~ ~tr~ss _ ~i~ld Du~ 
to a Hormal Dislocation. The paper ..:. nvestigates the dynamic stress 
- - - * 
field generated by a ~lane extensional dislocation of constant 
strength in an infinite elastic solid novinr, with a velocity varying 
as a step function of the time. The com~lete range of velocities 
from zero to infinity is investigated. The stress singularitie~ at 
the edge of the dislocation are found to be of tbe order r-1 where 
r is the distance from the edge. 
The solution gi ven in closer fom is obtained by the method 
of Fourier integral equations. 
4. D. D. Ang: ~c _St~~ss r:'ield _Du~ to _t!:~--!_~tanta­
neous Openi~of a ~lf::2la.n~ Crack. The paper studies the 
'-1ave patterns e;enerated by the sudcen opening of a half-plane crack 
in an infinite elastic medium initially subjected to a uniform 
tensile stress in the direction perpendicular to the plane or the 
* By a normal "dislocation" is meant a discontinui ty in the displace-
ment normal to the directio~ of propagation. 
8 
crack. While this nroblem was solved earlier by A. W. Maue using 
the nethod of conical flow. it is solved here by the method of 
Wiener-Hopf integral equations (in fact its solution follows 
immediat ely from the r esults of the """'aDer "Elastic Waves 
Generated by a Force Moving Along a Crack" listed above). The 
author 1 s excuse for ta.Jr.ing up this problem is that it is wished 
to find a first order correction to the stress singularities in 
the neighborhood of the edge of the crack exhibited in Maue 1s 
solution. 
IV. COt-.'CLUSION 
Joint experimental and theoretical research in this sub-
ject area is being continued with the u.s. Naval Ordnance Test 
Station under a new contracto 
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13 
Fig. 5. Static picture of the . 003 inches diameter eros s wires using 
point source light. Direct magnification 8. 5 linear. Total 
magnification 80 linear. Tri-x film with extended development 
technique. 
14 
Fig. 6.. Dynamic flash picture of the • 003 inches diameter eros s wires. 
Framing speed: 70, 000 per sec. Exposure time 1/ lOth micro-
second. Direct magnification 8. 5 linear. Total magnification 
80 linear. Compare with Figure 5.. Tri-x film with extended 
development technique. 

